The new performance sailing yacht

Nomad IV
Extreme furniture design

The all new generation of furniture
In 2002 a new furniture type was created by a team of Swiss engineers. Since then, they have refined the impossible art of mixing innovative technology with excellence and style.

If you had a passion for Du Vino’s inventions, don’t look any further as Five Co will deliver their Art of Secret and you will be simply amazed.

Five Co is the company where the artisans working wood, leather are working hand in hand with micro-engineers and scientists to create unique products which can only surprise you. Mr. Antoine Loriotte, the CEO of Five Co had always a passion for furniture with secret doors from the 18th century and he has managed to bring his passion to the 21st century where digital print technology can provide the key to the secret.

One if products called Table de Nuit Secret has a special compartment integrated in one of the feet of the table in the shape of a needle which opens with a secret finger print digital reader. In this needle you can store your most valuable items including your jewellery, watches or personal documents.

Not only Five Co can design and create the unique furniture of your dream, they are also the inventors of technology wine cellars Memoire du Vin © where technology take the management of your most valuable wine bottles either as an asset management or for the perfect enjoyment.

Each product is designed individually to the specification of its future owner and can take months from design to delivery to satisfy each unique project. With the same dedication it takes to design and build a yacht, Five Co is capable to deliver the most exquisite products to the most demanding requests. They are simply ideal for the super yachts designer’s constantly battling for the largest volume low restraint spaces and Five Co will bring that extra need in the most unusual furniture which will be as unique as the owner’s finger print.
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Discover a unique manager’s desk with secret drawers. If you liked Da Vinci’s art style, you will love «Art of Secret».

«Art of Secret» is a brand that allies high technology with looks and aesthetics, tradition to innovation, luxury to exclusivity, materials to workmanship.